The Business Challenge.
Maintain market leadership as the technology provider for large and small municipalities in Chile by delivering a mission critical information platform that enables safe and reliable service for citizens.

The Solution.
Unisys ClearPath Forward® platform and services including the governmental platform AGM (GRP) to support all technology requirements at the municipal level and for citizens: Financial Administration, Human Resources, Acquisitions, Taxes, Local Police Court, Fines Inspection, Household Surveillance, Municipal Works, Social Development, among others.

Results and Benefits.
• Achieved the ability to provide excellent quality technology services to customers (municipalities)
• Reduced costs by improving process efficiencies with minimal impact on the institution
• Maximized profitability while generating a positive impact for citizens

“Our alliance with Unisys allows us to permanently offer the most efficient processing to support mission critical applications for local municipalities throughout Chile. ClearPath Forward technology offers the reliability, flexibility, scalability and security necessary to achieve process efficiencies with positive results for citizens.”

Cesar Gallardo Vuskovic, General Manager, PROEXSI

For more information visit www.unisys.com
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